
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 9 Easter Homework 

English 

Write a narrative entitled, 

‘A time I felt scared.'  More 

instructions are provided 

within this booklet.  

Maths 

Go on a mathematical 

investigation to find out 

what has been stolen! Who 

will solve the mystery first?  

Science 

Will you be top of the pops 

or the UKs best poet? Or will 

you have a go at creating 

a cardboard chair. Use the 

attached task sheet to find 

out more!  

MFL 

Complete a range of 

activities that will help you 

to explore either France or 

Spain in more detail. Who 

will travel the most?  

Geography  

Complete a research 

project on ‘The Geography 

of the swine flu pandemic’.   

History 

Use the revision pack 

provided to develop your 

understanding of People’s 

Health.   

RE 

Create an information 

project on Christian 

pilgrimage.  

Computing & Digital IT 

Complete a programming 

project. 

Create a new user 

interface for Jones United 

FC. This can be hand drawn 

if your don’t have a PC!  

  

Design & Technology 

Hospitality: prepare a 

presentation on issues in the 

hospitality industry.  

Graphics: use your artist 

research to explore a range of 

materials and techniques. 

Drama 

Watched a film and record 

your observation of the 

characters and provide a 

synopsis of what is 

happening in the story.  

Art 

The homework project is 

linked to your new theme 

Wildlife. In this project you 

will gain knowledge on the 

artist Mark Hearld and 

produce a piece of artwork 

inspired by the artist. 

Music 

Listen to a range of music, 

try out new genres  and 

complete the listening 

journals included in this 

booklet.  

Business  

Design and advertise an 

Easter Egg product. More 

details included in this 

booklet. Will Alan Sugar hire 

you?   

Citizenship 

Create your own country.  

  

Sport 

Produce a written newspaper 

article which provides tips and 

advice to stay healthy at this 

difficult time and in turn make 

people feel better. 

 



English  

Year 9 set 1-3 

Imagine you are one of the personas from any of the poems you have studied (the soldier in Bayonet 
Charge, a soldier, or maybe the blundering commander in Charge of the Light Brigade, the war 
photographer, the soldier from Remains). Write a narrative entitled, ‘A time I felt scared.' Remember to 
use the narrative writing skills you learned at the start of the year. 

o Having only 2-3 developed characters. 
o First person- capture the voice of the narrator. 
o Using dialogue to create characters. 
o Show not tell emotion. 
o Build up to a climax- the scary thing that happens. 
o Think about what you want your reader to feel. 

 

Year 9 Set 4-5 

Imagine you are a soldier from the Charge of the Light Brigade. 

Describe the reasons 

you signed up to 

fight in the army. To 

make your parents 

proud? To impress a 

girl? To serve the 

king? To protect 

your country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Describe how you 

felt when you heard 

your orders to 

charge for the guns. 

Did you question 

why? Did you ask 

for a reason? Did 

you just keep your 

mouth shut because 

you know you have 

to be obedient even 

if it means you’ll 

die. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Include a correctly 

punctuated bit of 

dialogue. Do you 

discuss the orders 

with another 

soldier? Do you 

think back to a 

conversation you 

had with your 

mother, father, wife, 

girlfriend, child 

about bravery or 

war? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You prepare 

yourself for the 

charge. You’re 

sitting on your 

horse with a sabre 

in your hand. How 

are you feeling? 

What are you 

thinking about? 

What can you see? 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Describe the battle. 

Repeat some of the 

lines from the poem 

for added impact. 

Sabres flashed, 

cannons to the left 

and right, 

thundered, stormed 

at with shot and 

shell etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Think of an 

appropriate ending. 

 

 



Does the narrative 

suddenly stop with 

a cannon shot- 

implying the death 

of a narrator. Or do 

you survive? How 

do you feel? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Maths  

 

EASTER MISSION 

 

Background: 

 

Your mission, should you choose to accept it (bear in mind that you actually have no choice 

as this is an order!) is this: 

 

1. Find out what he has stolen. 
2. Find out what he plans to do with the items he has stolen. 

3. Locate the stolen items. 
4. Locate his base. 

5. He is known to have a sidekick, Thumper, who is wanted in 32 countries, dead or 
alive. You’ll have to go through him to get to von Terrible! 

6. Find von Terrible and capture him so that Interpol give us a gold star. 
7. Destroy his base. 

 

There are some cryptic mathematical clues from intercepted and archive material that will 

hopefully lead to you fulfilling this mission successfully. 

 

Good luck! 

 

S 

  



Task 1 – What has been stolen? 

We have intercepted this message between von Terrible and Thumper. 

 

It appears that we have some kind of code here, you must decipher it! 

 

I have written the alphabet down as it could be a Caesar or substitution cipher – that’s 

where each letter is swapped for another letter, but the alphabet is still in order. 

Here is the code: 

J M E  C Y I I Y B U I 

            

 

Below is the alphabet to help you (I have done a spare in case you don’t get it first time): 

 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

             

             

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

             

 

Spare: 

 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

             

             

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

             

 

  



Task 2 – What are the targets? 

 

So we know what von Terrible has stolen, but what does he plan to do with them? 

 

He must have two targets in mind – we need to warn them so that appropriate measures 

can be put in place to protect the public from this von Terrible threat. 

 

Once again we have intercepted a message between von Terrible and Thumper. 

 

It is just a set of numbers – can you make head or tail of it? 

 

They look like some sort of co-ordinates to me, but I’ve no idea how they work: 

 

035033082025 

 

The message intercepted had a map with it, so it’s been printed off for you. It may be a clue 

as to what the numbers mean. 

 

We’re relying on you! 

 

 

  



Task 3 - Where are the stolen items? 

 

So we know the targets, but where are the items based. 

 

Once again we have intercepted a message from Terrible to Thumper. It looks like the same 

sort of thing to me, although slightly different. 

 

The message said that Thumper was to use the previous map to find the items – you still 

have that I hope! 

 

Here was the message: 

 

0205 3rd 

0506 8th 

 

Can you make this out? 

 

The items will need to be near water as they are housed in a submarine, but that’s the only 

clue our weapons experts can give us at the moment. 

 

 

  



Task 4 - Find von Terrible’s Base! 

 

You’re making great progress but if I know von Terrible he’ll be at it again if we don’t 

capture him. 

 

We know that he’s based in England, so I’ve sent you over a map. 

 

In the past an agent (his name was Band, Bund or something) infiltrated von Terrible’s 

organisation and was given these rather cryptic directions to his base. 

 

See what you can make of them – the fellows at Bletchley Park haven’t been able to crack 

but you seem to be on a roll! 

 

Here are the directions, but be careful, one or two of the instructions lead to a trap – they 

should be easy to spot once you’ve plotted all the clues on the map: 

 

• Due north of London. 

• South-east of Blackpool. 

• North-west of Birmingham. 

• About 40 miles from Leicester. 

• About 30 miles from Ipswich. 

• Equidistant from Norwich and London. 
 

Bletchley Park said that they had run out of rulers and compasses when they’d tried to crack 

it, so they could be worth a try. 

 



Task 5 – Dispose of Thumper 

You will have to go through Thumper before you can get close to von Terrible. 

Thumper is a bit like Superman in that he is extremely strong and powerful, but he has a 

weakness. 

Where Superman’s weakness was kryptonite, Thumper’s is algebra. Simplified expressions 

are his kryptonite, so he “unsimplifies” them to cause him a little pain as possible. 

You must simplify the following algebraic problems to eradicate Thumper, or von Terrible 

will be free to make his escape and reek havoc another day! 

 

Simplify the expressions and then rearrange the letters to dispose of Trumper once and for 

all: 

A B C D E F G H I 

a-b a+b 3a 7a 2b-a 3a+b 2b 10b 3a-3b 

         

J K L M N O P Q R 

-3a 5b+a b-4a -3b a a-5b 2a+b 4b 2a-3b 

         

S T U V W X Y Z  

4a -2b 6a-4b 2a b -5b b-a 8b  

 

1. a+3a-2b-4a 
2. 3b-a+2a-8b 

3. a+5a-2b-3a-b 
4. 3b+a-2b+a-b+2a 

5. 2a+5b-6a-4b 
6. a+b+a+b+a+b+a-2b-2a 

 

Your weapon is: 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 



Task 6 – Get von Terrible! 

 

Now we can get von Terrible, but it’s not going to be easy. He’s making his way to his 

underground helipad which is at the end of a long corridor with lots of T-junctions. 

 

So that he remembers the way he has placed fractions at each T-junction – as long as you 

chose the larger fraction each time you will get to the helipad before he can take off. 

 

Attached to each fraction is a letter – rearrange the letters to find out what’s written on von 

Terrible’s helicopter! 

 

What does it say on Ludwig von Terrible’s Helicopter: 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

  



Task 7 – Destroy von Terrible’s Base 

Excellent work – von Terrible is now in custody but we need to destroy his base so 

that no-one can repeat this act of terrorism. 

We’ve supplied you with a bomb but it needs to be armed. You can only do this by 

inputting the correct code. 

Find the next number in each sequence to input the code and set off the device – 

the locality has been evacuated so this is perfectly safe, but you only get one 

chance at this! 

Don’t mess up – this bomb cost the equivalent of Andorra’s GDP to produce. 

The experts tell me that looking at what’s been added on each time, or the 

“difference between each term”, as the boffins call it is the way forward. 

The Sequences: 

1. 3, 9, 15, 21… 

2. 100, 85, 70, 55… 

3. 1, 4, 9, 16, 25… 

4. 1, 2, 4, 8… 

5. 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8… 

6. 3, 6, 11, 18, 27… 

7. -21, -17, -13, -9… 

8. 1, 3, 9, 27… 

Code: 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 

        

 

 

  



Science  

1. Poem or song challenge: Write a poem or song inspired by any topic you have covered in Science. 

 

Add to Google Classroom (either as a sheet, audio or video file) to get 10 credits on your return to school. 

There are a bonus 5 credits for posting the photo onto twitter @gorse_ruth. 

 

The best pieces of work will get prizes posted out to them where possible otherwise they will need to be 

collected once school restarts. 

 

2. Cardboard Chair: Construct a chair that you can sit on using only cardboard. No glue, tape or other fixing 

materials allowed.  

 

1. Write down or sketch some ideas as to how you will construct the chair.  

2. When you are planning, think about using cones, interlocking sheets, spirals, tubes – or even using strips of 

card like sewing thread.  

3. Use the materials to create a chair made from cardboard.  

4. If your first design doesn’t work, evaluate what went wrong and try again. 

HINT VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_scnWnN1Fg&feature=youtu.be 

 

Take a picture of your chair and add to Google Classroom to get 10 credits on your return to school. There 

are a bonus 5 credits for posting the photo onto twitter @gorse_ruth. 

 

The best pieces of work will get prizes posted out to them where possible otherwise they will need to be 

collected once school restarts. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_scnWnN1Fg&feature=youtu.be


MFL – French 

 

Your task is to complete the following tasks to acquire a bank of 
vocabulary and to create a tourist brochure of a French-speaking 
destination 

You can present the brochure as you like, whether it is on Word, PowerPoint or handmade.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  



Activité 1 – Let’s see how much you already know about key French tourist 

destinations by completing this quiz!  

 

In which French city is 

the Palais des Papes, the 

seat of Western 

Christianity during the 

14th century? 

Bordeaux Toulouse Avignon 

Where is the Promenade 

des Anglais? 

Biarritz Nice Calais 

Which of these people is 

NOT buried at Père 

Lachaise Cemetery in 

Paris?  

Victor Hugo 
Oscar 

Wilde 
Gertrude Stein 

Europe’s tallest sand dune 

– the Dune of Pilat – rises 

from the coast of which 

French region?  

Aquitaine Brittany Corsica 

 With which place of 

pilgrimage is Bernadette 

Soubirous associated? 

Basilica of 

Sacré-Coeur 

Notre Dame 

de Paris 

Lourdes 

Which of these rivers 

flows through Toulouse? 

Loire Garonne Seine 

Which bridge, located in 

France, is the tallest 

bridge in the world as of 

November 2018?  

Le Pont de 

Normandie 

Le Viaduc 

de Millau 

Le Pont d’Avignon  

In what year was the 

Eiffel Tower construction 

completed?   

1889 1899 1909 



Which region of France is 

very famous for its 

lavender fields? 

Corsica Provence Alsace 

What is Lascaux Grotto 

famous for? 

Wine Santa Prehistoric wall 

paintings 

 

Activité 2 – Match up the key English vocabulary to its French 

equivalent. 

a) less than  épater 

b) from one end to the 

other 

 centenaires 

c) however  des milliers 

d) to astonish  les côtes galloises 

e) poetry  d’un bout à l’autre 

f) of erstwhile  du monde entier 

g) of hundred years  d’antan 

h) to meet  manifestations culturelles 

i) followed by  près de 

j) party times  pourtant 

k) cultural exhibits  suivi par 

l) thousands  la poésie 

m) all around the world  en passant par 

n) close to   des sports nautiques  

o) water sports  moments de fête 

p) welsh coasts  moins de 

q) while going through  quoi que 

r) no matter what  côtoyer 

 



 

 

 

Activité 3 – What type of destination is this? For each phrase, decide if it applies 

to the mountains (A), the seaside (B), the countryside (C) or a specific 

town/country (D). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entre plongée sous-marine et pêche aux crustacés… 

Prenez un grand bol d’air au sommet de… 

Vous pourrez faire une pause bien méritée dans un cottage… 

Profitez de la vie nocturne de la ville et de ses nombreux cafés-

théâtres… 

Reposez-vous confortable dans un hamac à l’ombre d’un cocotier… 

Les pistes blanches pleines de poudreuses vous attendent… 

La magie de ses ruelles et de ses petits parcs discrets… 

Après avoir dévalé les pentes, réconfortez-vous à l’aide d’un bon 

vin chaud… 

Après l’effort d’une longue randonnée à travers les paysages 

calmes et splendides que la nature a à vous proposer, le réconfort 

d’un feu de cheminée vous attend… 

Les balades en pirogue ou les sorites en jet-ski… 



                                                            

 

 

 

                                                            

 

 

Activité 4 – Create your tourist destination brochure 

 

Your task is to plan a week’s holiday and create a brochure on a 

French-speaking tourist destination. This means it does not 

necessarily have to be in France. Here are some ideas on what your 

destination could be. 

 

● City holiday eg: Paris, Nice 

● Family seaside resort eg La Rochelle, Les Sables d’Olonne, 

Argèles-plage 

● Castles, rivers and wine eg Loire Valley, Chinon 

● Skiing eg Chamonix, Val d’Isère 

● Island holiday eg Corsica 

● Activity holiday eg Ardèche 

● Historical holiday eg Dunkirk, Bayeux 

 A la 

montagne 

 A la mer 

 A la 

campagne 

Dans un pays/une ville 

spécifique 



 

Your brochure could contain the following sections.  

1. Front cover with title and illustration 

2. Where is it? Description of location with map 

3. What can you do there? Activities for each day of the holiday – 

Sunday to Saturday 

4. What can you eat? Different meals typical of the region 

5. What can you buy? Typical souvenirs of the region 

6. Where can you stay? Find a choice of hotel, apartment or 

cottage to rent, campsite, chalet 

7. How do you get there? Plan the route including costs and times 

8. Back cover - Useful links – a page of useful webpages that you 

have found on your region 

 

Plan each page carefully and do not cut and paste information but 

write in your own words and include relevant pictures. 

 

 

 

  



MFL – Spanish 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



Geography  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



History  

 

 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 



 



 

  



 

  



 

  



 



 



RE  

Create an information project on Christian pilgrimage 

 

Learning objectives 

1. Explain the history of pilgrimage and why Christians go on them                                 

 2. Explain significance of places                                

3. Evaluate the importance of pilgrimages 

Learning outcomes 

Have a completed Christian pilgrimage  

 

Tasks to help you get started. 

➢ Research a Christian Pilgrimage. 

➢ Find out WHY these are important to Christians.  

➢ The history of the pilgrimage, what the worshippers do when they go on pilgrimage. 

➢ Religious teachings about pilgrimage  ( you may want to add sources of wisdom and authority from 

the Bible or teachings given from Church) 

 

Websites to help you with your research 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z84dtfr/revision/1 

 

https://getrevising.co.uk/revision-notes/rs-christianity-pilgrimages 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vB4qeDfZxYw 

 

➢ You can do this as a word document, 

➢ A power point 

A presentation in your book, but please use the guide uploaded on Google Classrooms to help you with 

the submission of this 

  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z84dtfr/revision/1
https://getrevising.co.uk/revision-notes/rs-christianity-pilgrimages
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vB4qeDfZxYw


Computer Science 

It’s important that you practice your programming skills over Easter. In Year 10 you will have your 
programming project to complete. 
 

Essential skills 
 

Below is a list of programming skills we aim to mostly cover between years 7 and 11 in computing and 
computer science. If you feel you are ahead, or behind, take a look through the list and practise the skills 
yourself. There are many resources online, especially on YouTube, that explain how to use Python and 
provide ideas for projects and tasks. 
 

Most of these skills can be achieved by programming a console application (like in repl.it), Thonny 
(available free for download) or Pycharm.  
 

Basic 
Outputting text to the console or a text label 
Declaring string variables 
Getting a user input from the console or a text box 
Joining strings together (concatenating) 
Performing IF statements testing for equality 
Declaring integer variables 
Performing calculations using Integers 
Performing IF statements using the operators >, >=, <, <=, != 
 

Intermediate 
Converting data types (integer to string, string to integer) 
Quitting a program when user enters ‘exit’ using a while(true) loop 
Defining and calling your own void subroutine (procedure) 
Defining and calling your own subroutine that returns a value (function) 
Declaring and performing calculations using doubles 
Declaring and using an array 
Performing a Case Switch selection 
 

Expert 
Performing For loops 
Declaring and using lists 
Looping through arrays and lists 
Reading and writing to files 
Using and manipulating objects on a Windows form (labels, text boxes, buttons, radio buttons, check 
boxes, list boxes and combo boxes) 
Moving objects around the screen when the arrow keys are pressed 
Infinity and beyond 
Creating and using your own classes 
Dynamically creating form objects by code 
Implementing networking capabilities 
 

Spend at least two hours per week practicing your programming skills and improving your use of the 
Python programming language. 
 

Important: learn how to use Google properly. Every programmer uses Google when they don't know how to 
achieve something. Using the correct search criteria will bring you the correct results. For example: 
 

Good: "C# timer on key press" 



Bad: "How do I create a program to see how quickly someone presses a button?" 
 

Your task 
 

Choose at least one of these programming projects to complete over Easter. Screenshot your code and 
your program into your evidence document and hand it in. 
 

Project 1 - Python Challenge (http://www.pythonchallenge.com/) 
 

Difficulty: 

 
Python Challenge is a game in which each level can be solved by a bit of (Python) programming. It is a set 
of riddles that require a little bit of Python programming to be solved. The solutions are entered by changing 
the address of the page (URL). You get used to the idea pretty fast after solving the first few levels. See 
which level you can get up to. Paste screenshots of your code into your project evidence document. 
 

Project 2 - Fizz Buzz 
 

Difficulty: 

 
 

Code a solution to the Fizz Buzz problem. 
 

Copy and paste your code, and a screenshot of it working, into your Easter programming project evidence 
document. 
 

Project 3 - Python Challenges 
 

Complete four challenges from this project booklet:  
 

Difficulty: 

 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fyw41gtN4IebWl72BB1h5kNlvEYYIHd5wmHgwGWkBU0/edit?usp=s
haring 
 

Paste your screenshots in your Easter Programming Project evidence document (not in the project 
booklet). 

http://www.pythonchallenge.com/
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=fizz+buzz
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fyw41gtN4IebWl72BB1h5kNlvEYYIHd5wmHgwGWkBU0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fyw41gtN4IebWl72BB1h5kNlvEYYIHd5wmHgwGWkBU0/edit?usp=sharing


 

Before you choose this project, think carefully. You must be ambitious and stretch yourself. Your 
programming project in Year 10 will be at GCSE level and will challenge everyone. Your work for this 
Easter Programming Project should develop your programming skills, not just practice skills you’ve already 
learned. 
 

Project 4 - Create a Python black jack game 
 

Difficulty: 

 
Your task is to create 21 using Python following the algorithm provided. The program is started for you. 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K1YCvNpz6Lg_L5so-DKJyDy0O2Y9YkM4/view?usp=sharing 
 

Project 5 - Unity 
 

Difficulty: 

 
Feeling brave? Try making some games using Unity. There are loads of tutorials on YouTube and online. 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K1YCvNpz6Lg_L5so-DKJyDy0O2Y9YkM4/view?usp=sharing


Digital IT 
 

 

 

 

 



 

  



Design & Technology – Hospitably 

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

  



Design & Technology – Graphics  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



Drama  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Art  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



Music  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



Business Studies  

Enterprise at Easter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your task is to design and advertise an Easter Egg product. Do this on a word document and upload it. 

By the end of this task you will be able to: 

 

• Conduct research 

• Design a product 

• Set a product price based on production costs 

• Plan an advertising campaign 

 

 

  



 

Task 1 

Decide on your business name.   

 

Task 2 

There are a lot of different products on the market.  Using the internet, research different Easter egg 

products that are on the market and make comparisons between them.  Do a table and compare the 

following when doing your research: taste/ingredients, design, size/weight, retail price, market segment 

targeted and packaging. 

 

Task 3 

Write a business plan detailing your product idea. Write about your USP (Unique Selling Point).   

 

Task 4 

Design your Easter egg, this must include ingredients and packaging.   

 

Task 5 

How much do you want to sell your Easter egg for? Use the price list at the end to work out the cost to make 

your product.  You will have to research some of the prices. How does the price compare to similar products 

that are on the market? 

 

Task 6 

Now you have designed your product, you need to advertise it.  How do you want to advertise your 

product?  Decide how and how much money you can spend on advertising.  Put together an advert for T.V. 

or radio. 

 

Task 7 

Make a presentation about your product that will convince different companies to invest in your product. 

Put the screen shots of your slideshow on your word document. 

 

 

 

 

 



Product List 

Sainsburys 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tescos 

Item Price per unit 

Dark chocolate (100g) £0.30 

White Chocolate (100g) £0.30 

Milk chocolate (100g) £0.30 

Tate and Lyle Icing sugar 1kg £1.88 

Eggs pack of 15 £1.50 

Food colouring (38ml) £1.29 

Sugar (Tate and Lyle 1kg) £0.94 

Butter (unsalted basics 250g) £0.98 

Vanilla essence – (Nielsen-Massey Pure Vanilla Extract 

118Ml) 

£5.59 

Caramel (397g) £1.59 

Smarties (3 x 38g) £1.20 

Popping candy (66g) £1.65 

 

  

Item Price per unit 

Dark chocolate (100g) £0.33 

White Chocolate (100g) £0.33 

Milk chocolate (100g) £0.33 

Silver spoon Icing sugar 500g £1.00 

Eggs pack of 12 £2.70 

Food colouring (38ml) £1.00 

Sugar (fairtrade granulated 1kg) £0.90 

Butter (unsalted basics 250g) £1.20 

Vanilla essence (Madagascan 38ml) £1.50 

Caramel (397g) £1.59 

Smarties (4 x 38g) £1.55 

http://www.tesco.com/groceries/Product/Details/?id=253497323
http://www.tesco.com/groceries/Product/Details/?id=253497323


Aldi 

Item Price per unit 

Dark chocolate (200g) £0.99 

White Chocolate (200g) £0.99 

Milk chocolate (200g) £0.99 

Icing sugar (Tate and Lyle 1kg) £0.75 

Eggs (10 pack) £1.15 

Food colouring (38ml) £0.89 

Sugar 1kg £0.99 

Butter (250g of unsalted) £0.98 

Popping candy (142g) £1.79 

 

Large egg mould from Lakeland - £3.99 

Large and small egg mould from GSC Import - £9.99 

Large “cracked egg mould” from Cacao – £2.85  

  



Citizenship 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

  



 

 

 



 

 

 

  



Sports  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

  



 


